
GDPR FAQs 

Question Answer 

1. I hold records in paper form – do I 
need to make electronic copies? 

No you do not have to make electronic copies but you do need to ensure that these records are 
stored securely preventing unauthorised individuals from accessing them. 

2. I hold records electronically but do 
I have to encrypt everything? 

Organisations should implement appropriate technical security that is appropriate to the level of 
risk of inappropriate access to information stored. E.g. does anyone else have access to the 
computer or email account it is stored on? 
 
Security measures may include encryption, but it is not a mandatory requirement under the GDPR.  
 
Therefore, a lot depends on the content of the data files (e.g. high risk personal data) and also 
how you restrict access to these files (e.g. stored on a password protected device etc.). It is 
however good practice to utilise encryption wherever possible. 
 
See Area 10 Guide B 

3. What do I do about application 
forms received before 25th May 
2018? 

You are fine to use data provided to your organisation before the 25th May 2018 for the purposes 
that it was provided for. 

4. When will all the forms provided by 
England Netball be updated? 

England Netball are going through the same process that you will be doing for all personal data we 
collect. We will be updating everything as soon as possible. 

5. What GDPR language should be 
added to course application forms? 

See Area 3 Guide 

6. We don’t have a website how do 
we publish our Privacy Policy 

You can publish your Privacy Policy anywhere that would be suitable, this could be on social 
media or on a notice board in your training venue. If there is nowhere suitable to publish your 
privacy policy you should provide individuals with a copy at the point you collect their personal 
data.  

7. What does ‘sharing’ data mean? 
Does this include information that 
we have to share with England 
Netball? 

Sharing data is when an organisation shares personal data with another organisation and a data 
sharing agreement should be in place.  
 
If you are sharing data that has been provided to the Region/County/Club (and not to EN) and give 
it to England Netball this is sharing data. It is fine to do this as long as there is a lawful basis to do 
so and it is communicated in your Privacy Policy. See Area Guide 3. 
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8. Do we have a Data Sharing 
Agreement in place with England 
Netball? 

England Netball will be updating the Affiliations Contract for EN membership for Regions, Counties 
and Clubs to encompass a data sharing agreement. Therefore if your organisation (Region, 
County, Club) are a member of England Netball we will have a data sharing agreement in place. If 
your organisation is not a member of England Netball then we don’t have a data sharing 
agreement in place unless this is implemented as part of a separate contract. 

9. I am a tutor/assessor. When I send 
data to England Netball is this me 
sharing data? 

In this scenario you are part of England Netball’s workforce and operating on behalf of England 
Netball. The data is therefore being sent within an organisation and is not data sharing between 
organisations. You therefore just need to make sure you encrypt it when you send it. 
See Area 10 Guide B 

10. Can we still use social media 
(Facebook messenger / Whatsapp 
etc.) to record new members and 
setup groups? if so do we have to 
get permission to share data with 
other members in this way?  

You must document the reasons why you are using social media within your Privacy Policy. Some 
organisations also utilise a social media policy to ensure that these facilities are only used for 
specific purposes. (Click this link for more guidance)  
 
DO’S AND DON’TS OF USING WHATSAPP  
  
Do’s  
• Have a coach set the group up (allowing admin rights)  
• Tell users what the app is/isn’t to be used for  
• Inform parents of its intended use (if applicable) 
• Get the team to agree how the app is to be used i.e. no pictures, only netball orientated content  
• Keep language appropriate  
 
Don’ts 
• Assume everyone is on WhatsApp  
• Use the app for private messaging  
• Use the app to replace formal feedback 
 

 

https://www.children1st.org.uk/media/5987/socialmediaguidelinesforsportscoaches.pdf

